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About This Game

Play through cool Match 3 levels, collect Santa’s coins and prepare the best Christmas fair ever!
Tricky obstacles await. Snow has covered everything and locked doors block your way. Use the new Magic Wand power-up to

overcome these difficulties and blast through the puzzles.
Help the Elf to prepare your town for Christmas with beautiful ornaments and decorations!

Build cafes and shops, decorate the fir-tree and town hall, get beautiful ornaments, illuminations and ice sculptures to create the
real Christmas spirit. And don’t forget about free donuts to lure some cops and ensure safety!

Have a fantastic Christmas Puzzle holiday!

• Nice town to decorate
• Exciting levels with new obstacles

• Fantastic soundtrack
• New bonuses and power-ups
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Northern Lights centers around a tiny, floating droid reminiscent of BB-8 or Wall-E which invokes enough of a cuteness factor
to want to see the little guy get to the end of this very short game. At $1.99, one needs to decide if 20-30 minutes of gameplay is
worth it, which is a fair question.

First off, by the time you finish Northern Lights, you're absolutely going to feel like the game is just getting started (punctuated
by the name of the final Achievement you receive) and that it's almost a shame that it ends without more of a resolution or
understanding of what you actually accomplished. Just as I felt as though I was getting a hand on navigating the various obstacles
and solving the terminal puzzles, the game just... ends. I can't imagine that this is all the developers at DimleTeam have in store
for us. As NL ends, we're treated to a scene that begins to reveal more of the world only hinted at briefly earlier in the game. I'm
personally interested in finding out where things go from there.

Mood is also a big selling point in this game, and I think that they did a pretty great job with the little presented so far. The
nameless droid seems to bob and meander as it sways around, taking in the world around it as the player does. The smokey
background hints at a catastrophic event that left only mechanical characters to go about their lives. Somehow, the game evokes
a sense of grandeur despite the limitations in movement and explorability. Considering that the majority of the player's
interaction is simply pressing left or right, I didn't feel as though much more was needed. If DimleTeam does take this narrative
further, it would be cool to see how the begin to play around with the environment and continue building on what's been
established while still keeping to the basic controls.

Lastly, we should discuss whether or not the price is worth it. $1.99 isn't a huge drain on the wallet for most folks, but once you
finish the playthrough, there really isn't much here to keep you coming back, apart from perhaps introducing a friend to the
experience. Personally, I'm more than happy to throw a few bucks toward a blossoming project if it holds potential, but I can't
fault anyone for passing this one up until more content arrives down the line; if that is, indeed, the ultimate plan.

I'd say check it out if you're curious (I certainly enjoyed it), but don't expect too much out of it either. It's a good distraction in
between much longer games.. Interesting, kinda fun, rough around the edges, and with some instances of charmingly broken
english that made me think of playing old import games from when I was a young kid.

Apparently the devs are newish - which makes me feel like this is absolutely a game worth buying to see what they do next.
(Hopefully hire a translator and get some GUI assistance in!)

Basically? This game is the boardgame 'Battleship' with a little city builder mixed in. Hurl missiles at the enemy's map while
defending your own side, while building factories and mines to produce more missiles. Not the most amazing game out there,
but certainly a different one, and totally worth the cheap and cheerful price.

(PS: Similar in concept to Metal Marines, but a very different feel.). 99 Waves to Die is a Simple yet Interesting game.

Each Wave gives you a Objective such as Kill 25 Enemys. There isnt much going on in the game other than you, Enemys and
your bullets.

Pros
-Simple yet Fun
-Easy to pick up
-Low price
-Arcade-y feel

Cons
-No real backround music
-Can get boring after a while

Over all 99 Waves to Die is a Quick and Easy game to pick up and play when every your bored.. this games shouldn't exist and i
don't know why it does. such a great game to play with a friend! Being able to play the game sitting down was a joy for my
friend who can't stand. Hopefully we can find more games like this multiplayer one that work with sitting down.. Simply put: I
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loved this game. It is part hidden object and part puzzler with an often creepy atmophere and storyline. It isn't a particulary long
game (about 5 hours for me), but money and time well spent.
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Okay, I've just reached world 2 and I think I've seen enough to give an honest review of this game.

Sink or Skim is a puzzle platformer with a difference. You platform across water and you need to use momentum and the
water's currents and stone walls to skip your rock across from island to island. Note the 'difficult' tag on this game. Multiply that
by the power of a thousand suns and you have a general idea of how monumentally difficult this game is. Let's break down the
basics of gameplay:

1 - Rock-skipping: This involves rhythmic pressing of a button. I first attempted this game on keyboard and mouse. If you
would like to break your mouse, feel free to use this method. However, swap over to controller and the process is marginally
easier. Unfortunately it's difficult to tell if your rhythmic pressing is actually working or not. There's no particular beat to the
pressing. Mash the button as hard as you like and your little stone will skip at a slowish pace. Slow down your pressing and it'll
still move at that same pace. The only difference you'll notice is the tendonitis you'll develop in your thumb.

2 - Bouncing and Momentum: You've reached your first wall bounce. Note the way your rock is turning. You'll have a 50-50
chance of it not going the way you expect. Wall mazes\/puzzles will require you to quickly change the direction of your stone
skip. Oftentimes those direction changes will catch you off-guard. Why is your stone doing this? Why fly off every which way?
Well, you've found the "puzzle" to the game. Guess the direction your stone will skip! You'll have countless hours of fun
screaming at the monitor as your little rock skips off into oblivion. Enjoy a seemingly endless number of restarts as you try to
find out the exact passage your little stone will like to take.

3 - Spinning: Have you tried spinning? It's a neat trick. With it you can spin around obstacles and control your movement for a
limited time. But where's the fun in that? Nope, this is a once move only. Try and use it twice in a single run and you'll sink
straight to the bottom. Also, if you play around with the controls at the start you'll notice you can do the spinning move pretty
early. But let's keep that to ourselves and make you suff... I mean, ENJOY the first world without the knowledge of spinning!

Now that you know the basics, the goal of the game is to collect gold pieces. I have no idea what for but it's important. There is
a basic, primal kind of satisfaction gained from playing this game. You'll feel a glorious sense of victory as you manage to travel
from one island to another; the same kind of satisfaction, I imagine, a barbarian feels from slaughtering his enemies. Roar in
accomplishment as you mightily skip.

I'm going to reccomend this game because it's pretty, it sounds nice and someone put in a great deal of effort to make this. They
were even kind enough to help me figure out how to play the game. They are a stand up guy. And, also, there are people out
there that like this kind of thing. People who's favourite game is Marble Madness or Getting Over It. If you love those kinds of
games, then boy howdy, is Sink or Skim the perfect game for you.. Nice old fashioned FPS. The game runs well and fast with
full max graphics settings even on old hardware.

The bad: The constant swearing. I don't usually mind this, as I swear a lot, but when your entire dialog is just swear words, it
gets annoying fast. The story is average at best, so it doesn't help.

7/10. OK, good concept, VERY poorly executed, it looks & sounds like it's from the 80's arcades, if only 1 person developed
this its fine, but seriouls,y why?

The ship building needs polishing, at first its rather confusing to figure out how it works!

Mining is nice, like the way it works, but items in space would fly around randomly, or if no inertia is applied stay there; if the
planets had gravity it would be cool, as the minerals could go towards the core not towards your ship (unless maybe it has some
kind of magnet?)

Overall, GREAT concept, several things need polishing (ESPECIALLY the music, graphics & sound effects, it doesn't sound
anything like space, it sounds more like polka music or something), and looks like it has 80's graphics (which is ok, but if you
could improve them that would be nice). Visual novels are not really my prefered game type. With that said, this one was
definitely interesting. The music was quite good and it surpassed my expectations for a free game.. WMR USERS!
There is a beta branch to op into that allows for thumbstick movement soo major thumbs up for that.
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I can see this game becoming a huge part of esports if the devs keep adding more maps\/courses whatever you want to call them.

Your objective is to beat the other player to the other side, sounds simple rite? Wrong. You can not just run straight to the other
side.

On each course there is something like 4,5, or 6 stages i don't remember exactly. In each stage you have to complete an
objective while shooting and blowing up things that are trying to kill you. During these stages there are also obstacles to
overcome that are quite difficult until you die a bunch of time and get the hang of it.

The final stage is a boss fight each very unique and different from one another in the 2 courses i tried so far. Lots of fun and
also hard till you know what to do. During all this time your opponent (another player) is on the side of you running the same
exact course. You can see their progress just by looking at them.

There are different light and heavy weapons to unlock each with a secondary fire mode and gadgets also.

I ran into some performance issues so that can be improved upon.
I hope this game does not get abandoned because this has soooo much potential. what a
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 game. Amazing graphics
Interesting story (Part 1 is still the better though)
Mediocre voice acting
Really good gameplay (especially parkour scenes)
Good Screenshots to take in cutscenes

TL;DR
Another great Tomb Raider game and if you're ever interested in my screenshots 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/weebowaller\/images\/
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